AIRPORT EMERGENCY SERVICE

FIRE SAFETY CIRCULAR

To All Airport Staff and Organizations

GIVING WAY TO AES EMERGENCY VEHICLES

Emergencies may occur in the airport vicinity at anytime. For fast and efficient mitigation of any incident, the Airport Emergency Services (AES) will require a swift response to the location. Drivers are therefore warned to give way to responding AES emergency vehicles.

2 The AES emergency vehicle can be identified by its red paintwork with the words ‘AIRPORT EMERGENCY SERVICE’ prominently displayed in white on its side panel. When attending to an emergency call, the revolving beacon lights mounted on top of the vehicle can be seen flashing or a loud wailing siren can be heard.

3 As such, drivers are to:
   i) Slow down;
   ii) Keep their vehicle to the left side of the road;
   iii) Stop if necessary;
   iv) Give the AES emergency vehicle the right of way at road intersections and junctions;
   v) Refrain from tailgating the AES emergency vehicle.

4 Drivers who fail to adhere to the above mentioned guidelines will be issued a Notice of Composition. For more information, please contact the Airport Emergency Service Fire Safety and Standards Unit (AES FSSU) at 65412535.
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